Job Offer

We are looking for a

Student Assistant

to assist our video productions and to help maintain our media technology

- Date of employment: April
- Working hours: 8 hours / week
- Field of work: video production and / or media technology
- Key responsibilities:
  - Production of videos in the studio / classroom (i.e., lecture recordings, video tutorials, etc.) and postproduction
  - Maintaining the video editing station, the media technology (cameras, etc.) as well as the laptops (new installations, updates)
  - Organization of recordings
- Requirements:
  - Enrolled student of a university
  - Diligent and independent way of working
  - High affinity for IT and / or experience with recording technology
  - Good knowledge of the English language is desirable
  - Good knowledge of the Adobe Suite (Premiere, After Effects, etc.) is of advantage

The contractual relationship will be compensated according to the remuneration rates for student assistants.

If you are interested, please send a short application until the 03/03/2020 via e-mail to:
menke.katharina@fh-swf.de and stemmermann.robert@fh-swf.de